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The invention pertains to games and game boards of 
puzzle type useful for amusement and as tests of skill as 
well as for educational and psychological purposes. 
Games of such character tend to develop powers of rea 
soning and logic and require the exercise of skill and 
patience, all traits of value. 
The principal objects of the invention include the pro 

vision of simple and economically manufactured game 
boards and equally simple and inexpensive playing or game 
pieces, the provision of games or game arrangements read 
ily adaptable to many embodiments, variations and com 
binations, and the provision of games of unique and in 
teresting character suitable for children and adults. 
The essential elements of the games or puzzles of the 

invention are a playing board provided with a prescribed 
number and arrangement or pattern of playing stations 
or positions and a set or predetermined number of play 
ing pieces. Of course, there will be a set of rules govern 
ing the playing of the game pieces and designating the 
objective. While a game board may be provided with 
several patterns of stations for different games and while 
there may be varying numbers of playing stations within 
a game pattern for use with different numbers or sets of 
playing pieces, two relatively simple games are illustrated 
in the drawings in which: 

Figs. 1 and 2 are similar isometric views of a game 
board with playing stations of a preferred form, arrange 
ment or pattern and number, the two views showing a set 
of seven playing pieces in initial or starting positions 
(Fig. 2) ready for play and as those pieces may be dis 
posed in final positions (Fig. 1) after following certain 
routines of play. 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view of a fragment of the board of 
Figs. 1 and 2 through a playing station with a playing 
piece in position, the section being taken as indicated by 
section line 3-3 in Fig. 1 and being on a larger Scale; 
and 

Figs. 4 and 5 are similar top plan views of another 
game board of a preferred type illustrating a different ar 
rangement or pattern and number of playing stations and 
five playing pieces, Fig. 4 showing the playing pieces in 
a starting arrangement and Fig. 5 showing the same pieces 
in a position to be attained through a predetermined 
routine of play. 
The playing board may be a mere rectangular block 

of wood, plastic, metal, glass or other material and, for 
ease of temporary fixation of the playing pieces in posi 
tions in which they may be placed that is, against ac 
cidental displacement, the board may be drilled or other 
wise formed to provide a series of holes or depressions 
at the playing stations for reception of the playing pieces 
or portions thereof which are so designed as to fit such 
holes or depressions. In the two examples illustrated the 
playing boards, A and B, may be considered to be wood 
blocks drilled as at C and C, respectively, for the slip fit 
of the cylindrical shanks D of playing pieces having cy 
lindrical heads H which may have a somewhat greater 
diameter than the shanks for ease of grasp by the fingers. 
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As will be understood the shape and size of the playing 
pieces may be same for all players in either embodiment 
but, for the games to be described, certain of the players 
are to be differentiated from the others in some manner 
as in color, head shape or special marking. The playing 
pieces, like the playing boards may be made of metal, 
wood, plastic or other material. 

In the embodiment of Figs. 1 and 2 the playing stations 
are thirteen in number arranged in a pattern of two circles 
tangent to one another to form a figure eight, there being 
one playing station common to each circle in which, 
counting the common station, there are seven equally 
spaced playing stations for which there are seven play 
ing pieces. This game, or games using this board, may 
be played with three or five playing pieces somewhat after 
the manner of playing with the seven playing pieces or 
somewhat after the manner of the game hereinafter de 
scribed in connection with the board of Figs. 4 and 5. 
In the following game examples the playing stations will 
be referred to in the numbered (1 to 13 inclusive) arrange 
ment designated in Figs. 1 and 2 and certain of the play 
ing pieces likewise will be referred to by specific reference 
characters, in this case the letters S-E-T-K-O, but the 
playing moves will be given by reference to the station 
numbers. Positions 3 and 13, in the illustrated arrange 
1ment, are specially designated, each having a pair of con 
centric marks (grooves) 14 thereabout and, similarly, 
positions 7 and 9 are specially marked, each with a single 
groove 15. 

In playing each of the following game examples the 
plays are all effected by so moving a playing piece as to 
jump or pass over an adjacent playing piece to position 
the playing piece being moved in a vacant station. Only 
one playing piece may be jumped” or passed over and 
the jump may be made only to the succeeding station 
which must be vacant, 

Example I-Now, assuming that the seven playing 
pieces, five lettered ones and two without letter designa 
tion have been arrayed in the playing stations as pictured 
in Fig. 2, the playing pieces designated S, E, T, K and O 
being placed, respectively, in playing stations or positions 
designated 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 with positions 1 and 2 occupied 
by the two unlettered playing pieces, the game may be 
to move the playing pieces by the least number of "jumps” 
or moves to stations 1 and 8 to 13 inclusive with the let 
tered playing pieces S, E, T, K and O in stations 13, 12, 11, 
10 and 9, respectively and the two unlettered playing 
pieces in stations 8 and , as shown in Fig. 1. The fol 
lowing series of 38 moves will accomplish this objective. 

Move No. Move 
from 

Move No. Move 
from 

Mowe 
from 

(27).------ 
(28)... ... 
(29).------ 
(30).------ 

9 to 
8 to 
7 to 
to 

5 to 
6 to 
7 to 
1 to 
8 to 10 
3 to 
2 to 7 
7 to 8 

Example 2-By designating playing station 12 as the 
station to which playing piece S shall be moved from 
an initial or starting position at station 3, with playing 
pieces E, T, K and O to be disposed finally at stations 11, 
10, 9 and 8, respectively, after being played from initial 
positions at stations 4, 5, 6 and 7, respectively, and the 
two unlettered playing pieces to be moved from positions 
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1 and 2 to positions 1 and 13, the following moves or 
"jumps,' 28-in number will be made. 

Move from Move No. Moye No. Move from 

If the five lettered players alone are used and they are 
initially positioned as stated above for Example 1 and 
are to be played to be located finally in the stated final 
positions of that example, then the sequences of moves 
of Example 3, below, should be followed. Again, if only 
the five lettered playing pieces are to be employed, are 
initially positioned as in Example 2 above and are to 
be so played as to wind up in the same positions or sta 
tions as they did in Example 2, then the following se 
quences of moves of Example 4, below, may be made. 

Example 3 

Move No. Movefrona 

()------------------------------------------------------- 

2 

Example 4 

Mowe. No, Mowefron 

2 

8 

i 8 

The embodiment of Figs. 4 and 5 employs eleven play 
ing positions or stations, here numbered i' to 11’ and is 
illustrated as utilizing five playing pieces of which four 
are designated N and one is differentially designated M 
but, as will later appear, may utilize only three playing 
pieces two designated N and the M piece. Again, the 
playing stations are arrayed in a circular pattern with 
equal spaces between stations and, if desired, stations ' 
and 7 may be specially, marked by circular grooves 14' 
or otherwise or the marking may be omitted if there is 
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4. 
any other way of effecting orientation. In this puzzle 
game a purpose may be to move the playing, pieces by 
the jumping method above described in one direction or 
the other, that is, clockwise or counter-clockwise, from 
initial or first positions of the playing pieces as those in 
which the pieces are arranged in Fig. 4 to positions as 
illustrated in Fig. 5. If all. five playing pieces are used 
in the game the following sequence of plays, moving the 
pieces clockwise, will move the pieces from the positions 
of Fig. 4 to positions where piece M is disposed at station 
2 with a flanking pair of pieces N at each side, i. e., one 
player N in each of stations 1", 1", 3' and 4. By con 
tinuing to move the playing pieces in the same manner 
and direction, the pieces will be disposed in the same 
relationship to one another with the "key' piece M suc 
cessively in positions 3, 4, 5’, 6', and 7" (this position 
being shown in Fig. 5) and, continuing, successively in 
positions 8, 9, 10' and 11", continued play repeating the 
cycle described. 

Move No. Move piece Moye No. Move piece 
from- from 

2 to 4 8 to 10' 
11 to 2 to 2 
3 to 5 9 to 1' 
17 to 3 1 0 3 
4 to 6 10 to 1 
2 to 4' 2 to 4 
5 to 7 1 to 2' 
3 to 5 3 to 5’ 
6 to 8 1 to 3 
4 to 6 5 to 7 
7 to 9 6 to 87 
5 to 77 77 to 9 
9 to 11 St0 10 
7 to 9 9 to 11’ 

10 to 1 10 to 1 

Should the player choose to play the game with three 
instead of five playing pieces he may start initially placing 
key piece M at station 1' and one flanking piece N at 
each side of the key piece M in stations 15' and 2. 
Then the moves to be made, for example, to array piece 
M at station 7 and a piece N at stations 6 and 3’ flank 
ing each side thereof, may be as follows: 

Counter-clockwise moves 

Move No Move piece Move No. Move piece 
fron- from 

1) ------------------- it to 10 10 to 8 
(2) 11 to 9 9 to 7 
35 10 to 8 8 to 3 
45 9 to 7 to 5’ 
5. 8 to 6 57 to 3 
6. 7 to 5 4 to 27 
5. 6 to 4 3 to 1 
85. 57 to 3 2 to 1. 
5. 37 to 1 1 to 10 
R6) 2 to 117 17 to 9 
i5 1 to 10' 10 to 8 

(12) ------------------ 1 to 9 97 to 77 

In a similar manner but by making 240 moves, the 
playing pieces may be played by jumps in a clockwise di 
rection to place piece. M in station 7" with a flanking 
playing piece N in each of stations 6 and 8. 

Other routines, objectives and rules of play, other play 
ing station numbers and arrangements and other num 
bers and arrangements of playing pieces as well as dif 
ferent types of board and playing piece may be devised 
by those skilled in the art by following the disclosure here 
of without departing from the invention spirit and the 
scope of the appended claims. 

claim: 
1. A puzzle game comprising a playing board having 

a plurality of playing stations marked thereon in a cir 
cular pattern with the stations in spaced relation to one 
another, the total of the playing stations. being an odd 
number at least eleven, and a plurality of playing pieces, 
the total of the playing pieces being an odd number at 
least six less than the number of stations, at least one of 
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the playing pieces being specially distinguished from the 
other playing pieces. 

2. A puzzle game comprising a playing board having 
a plurality of playing stations marked and arrayed there 
on in spaced relation to one another in each of a pair of 
circular patterns, there being one playing station com 
mon to each of the circular patterns, and a plurality of 
playing pieces, the total of the playing pieces being an 
odd number among the numbers three, five and seven, 
the total number of playing stations being thirteen, at least 
one of said playing pieces being specially distinguished 
from the other playing pieces. 

3. A puzzle game comprising a playing board having 
a plurality of playing stations marked and arrayed there 
on in spaced relation to one another in each of a pair 
of circular patterns, there being one playing station com 
mon to each of the circular patterns, and a plurality of 
playing pieces, the total of the playing pieces being an 
odd number among the numbers three, five and seven, 
the total number of playing stations being thirteen, at 
least one of said playing pieces being specially dis 
tinguished from the other playing pieces and at least one 
of the playing stations in each pattern being specially dis 
tinguished. 

4. A puzzle game comprising a playing board having 
a plurality of playing stations marked and arrayed there 
on in spaced relation to one another in each of a pair of 
circular patterns, there being one playing station com 
mon to each of the circular patterns, and a plurality of 
playing pieces, the total of the playing pieces being seven, 
the total number of playing stations being equal to an 
even number multiple of the number of playing pieces 
minus one, at least one of said playing pieces being special 
ly distinguished from the other playing pieces. 
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5. A puzzle game comprising a playing board having 

thirteen playing stations marked and arrayed thereon in 
spaced relation to one another in each of a pair of circu 
lar patterns, there being six of the stations in each pat 
tern and a seventh playing station common to each of the 
circular patterns, and a plurality of playing pieces, the 
total of the playing pieces being an odd number not less 
than three nor more than seven, at least one of said 
playing pieces being specially distinguished from the other 
playing pieces. 

6. A puzzle game comprising a playing board having a 
plurality of playing stations marked thereon in a pair of 
circular patterns tangent to one another, the said stations 
being arrayed in spaced relation to one another, and a 
plurality of playing pieces, the total of the playing pieces 
being an odd number not less than three, the total num 
ber of playing stations in said patterns being thirteen, 
at least one of said playing pieces being specially dis 
tinguished from the other playing pieces. 
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